Argon predissociation spectroscopy of the OH-.H2O and Cl-.H2O complexes in the 1000-1900 cm(-1) region: intramolecular bending transitions and the search for the shared-proton fundamental in the hydroxide monohydrate.
We present argon predissociation vibrational spectra of the OH(-).H(2)O and Cl(-).H(2)O complexes in the 1000-1900 cm(-1) energy range, far below the OH stretching region reported in previous studies. This extension allows us to explore the fundamental transitions of the intramolecular bending vibrations associated with the water molecule, as well as that of the shared proton inferred from previous assignments of overtones in the higher energy region. Although the water bending fundamental in the Cl(-).H(2)O spectrum is in very good agreement with expectations, the OH(-).H(2)O spectrum is quite different than anticipated, being dominated by a strong feature at 1090 cm(-1). New full-dimensionality calculations of the OH(-).H(2)O vibrational level structure using diffusion Monte Carlo and the VSCF/CI methods indicate this band arises from excitation of the shared proton.